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Abstract- In recent decades, microgrid systems have included renewable energy sources due to insufficient power generation.
However, uncertainty in the output of renewable sources and load change have an effect on the system frequency, affecting the
microgrid's ability to operate reliably. For continuous electric power, an intelligent controller is essential to improve system
stability. This paper proposes the construction of a cascaded Modified Differential Evolution (MDE)-based PIDFN controller
utilizing ITAE. The suggested MDE tune PIDFN controller is compared to IPD-(1+I) and PI controller to illustrate its
robustness and effectiveness. Implementation of an MDE-based cascaded PIDFN controller for frequency regulation in a two-
area linked microgrid system. In a MATLAB®/SIMULINK environment, the system is validated across load perturbations,
system uncertainties, communication latency, real-time data on solar irradiance and wind speed, and the action of UPFC. The

effectiveness of the MDE-PIDFN controller is also analyzed statistically.

KeywordsModified Differential Evolution, Differential Evolution, IPD-(1+I), Cascaded-PIDFN.

1. Introduction

In the past years the generation of power has transitioned
from conventional fossil fuel based thermal power plants to
power generating units comprising of renewable sources
situated nearer to the consumer. This configuration is termed
as microgrid which further minimizes the transmission losses
of the system and facilitates a better control and satisfies the
power requirement. The sporadic nature of renewable
sources employed in microgrid leads to significant deviation
in system frequency and tie line power variation from its

to its nominal values, it is necessary to integrate these energy
sources with improved control techniques for power
generation. Therefore, load frequency control is essential for
reliable and stable operation of power system.

The LFC plays an integral role ensuring the stability of
the microgrid system during load fluctuations and variations
of renewable sources. In literature the frequency of the power
system was controlled by robust optimal[1], stochastic

optimal[2], and secondary control methods [3],[4]. Sliding
mode controllers are implemented for frequency control in an
isolated microgrid[5],[6]. In addition, it provides good power
sharing among distributed generation (DGs) and also offers
accurate active and reactive power distribution[7]. The,
controller settings are fine-tuned precisely to obtain an
improved LFC response.In this reference, several meta-
heuristic techniques like teaching learning-based
optimization (TLBO)[8] artificial bee colony[9],ant-lion
optimization[10], grey wolf[11], genetic[12], bacterial
foraging[13],[14],whale optimization[15], ant
colony[16],[17] etc are proposed in literature that yields a
global optimum. However, these optimization strategies did
not yield enhanced performance in terms of settling time,
peak overshoot or peak undershoot. In[18],[19] Differential
Evolution (DE) search approach was able to efficiently
handle optimization challenges. In a particular method, the
performance of DE depends on the values chosen for the
crossover constant and scaling factor. In this research, a
strategy called Modified Differential Evolution (MDE) is
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From Figure 10 (a)-10(c) it is observed that the suggested
controller represented in the zoomed portion of the figure
offers enhanced dynamic responsiveness in terms of settling
time and peak overshoot. The transient specifications of the
system are represented in Table 6.

Table 6:- Transient specifications under parameter variation

Controller MDE-PI MDE-IPD-
(1+I)

MDE-PIDFN

1 POS 1.74 0.00806 0.000447
TS Oscillatory 33 30

2 POS 1.63 0.0015 0.000496
TS Oscillatory 37 36

tie POS 0.084 - 0.00000073
TS Oscillatory 34 33

In terms of a noticeable reduction in settling time and
overshoot, the suggested MDE-PIDFN controller displays
improved dynamic performance compared to MDE-PI and
MDE-IPD-(1+I) controllers as explained in Table 6. The
settling time is improved to 9.09%, 2.7% and 2.9% in area 1
,area 2 and tie line as compared to MDE-IPD-(1+I)
controller.

6.Performance Comparison

The performance indices in terms of ITAE for the
controllers under all test scenarios are studied in Table 7. It,
demonstrates that the suggested controller can obtain greater
values of performance indices in a variety of system
configurations. Furthermore, the analyzed performance
indices demonstrate that the suggested controller is better
than conventional controllers.

Table 7: -Comparative analysis of ITAE for different
scenarios

Scenario Controller ITAE

1
MDE-PI 0.61027
MDE-IPD-(1+I) 0.002418
MDE-PIDFN 0.00095

2

MDE-PI 0.0236
MDE-IPD-(1+I) 0.000006
MDE-PIDFN 0.000003

3

MDE-PI 0.002
MDE-IPD-(1+I) 0.26802
MDE-PIDFN 0.0038

7. Conclusion

In this work difficulties associated with load frequency
control for an interconnected microgrid system is addressed.
Using the DE optimization strategy as a basis, an intelligent
optimization technique MDE is developed for efficient
frequency control of the proposed system. The proposed
optimization stratagem MDE exhibits a better convergence
as compared with DE, PSO, TLBO and IWO and the
proposed strategy. By reducing ITAE performance indices,
the suggested method was utilized to optimize the cascaded-
PIDFN controller's settings. In order to determine the
efficacy of the proposed controller, the microgrid system is
exposed to load perturbation, parametric fluctuations, and the
influence of CTD and UPFC in the system. The settling time
(frequency deviation in area1, frequency deviation in area2,
power flow through tie line) during fluctuation of RES were
22 sec,26 sec and 25 sec against 25 sec,27 sec and 26 sec
using MDE-PI controller. The proposed controller attains a
better settling time, peak overshoot and peak undershoot as
compared to other controllers. In accordance with extension
to the research work newly proposed algorithm methods can
be used to tune the cascaded the PIDFN controller.

Table 2- Statistical Analysis of unimodal [F1-F7] and
multimodal [F8-F13] benchmark functions for various
algorithm

Fitness
Function

Optimal
Range

Methods Best Value Worst Value Average Std. Dev.
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In recent decades, the insufficiency in power production has led to the
incorporation of renewable energy sources into microgrid systems. However,
ambiguity in the generation of renewable sources and load variation impacts
on the system frequency influencing the stable operation of microgrid
system. To augment the stable operation of the system an intelligent
controller is required for continuous electric power. The implementation of a
modified differential evolution (MDE)-based cascaded proportional integral
derivative fractional filter (PIDFN) controller using integral of time-
weighted absolute error (ITAE) is proposed in this work. In order to
demonstrate the robustness and efficacy of the proposed MDE optimization
technique is compared with differential evolution (DE), teaching learning-
based optimization (TLBO), invasive weed optimization (IWO) and particle
swarm optimization (PSO). MDE-based cascaded PIDFN controller is
implemented for governing the frequency in two-area interconnected
microgrid system. The system is substantiated over load perturbations,
system uncertainties, communication delay and real time data of solar
irradiance and wind speed and action of unified power flow controller
(UPFC) in MATLAB®/Simulink environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Under the notion of sustainable development, the production of renewable energy sources (RESs)

like wind, hydro, and solar has expanded significantly in recent years replacing the traditional thermal power.
The day by day increase in load demand is managed by the power generation from the renewable sources.
The ability of the central grid is strengthened by lowering the peak loads due to evolution of the idea of
decentralization in power generation. In light of this, renewable energy sources are utilized and the concept
of microgrid is implemented. Microgrids are an amalgamation of renewable source, storage units and loads.
The intermittent nature of low inertia renewable sources creates a disparity between generation and demand
which impelled the formation of interconnected microgrid system. Interconnection of microgrid enables the
sharing of surplus power but makes the system more difficult to govern. The frequency change and power
flow in the interconnected tie line gradually deviates from their nominal value when the load changes
dynamically in the interconnected microgrid system. This intensifies severe frequency deviations which
further deteriorates the power quality and hence impacts the microgrid efficiency. In order to balance the







Fig.5Water Cooler

4. CONCLUSION

Reducing the grid's load as well as global
warming and its repercussions are of great concern
nowadays. If a system for cooling drinking water
could be built to overcome these issues, it will be a
significant accomplishment. In the present study, a
novel design of a solar-powered water cooler is
presented that makes advantage of freely
accessible solar energy, thereby relieving the
strain on the electrical grid. The system uses a
solar trough collector, an evaporation cycle as
opposed to a compression cycle, and
environmentally friendly absorbent refrigerant
couples to eliminate the need for a compressor.
Electricity consumption is lowered to a certain
amount.
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Abstract

Now a days the generating companies across the globe face the acute problem of maximizing
their own profit while selling power to the market operator. The technique to be adopted for this
purpose is called strategic bidding. In a market of competition, which is also known as the Day
Ahead Electricity Market, winning the auction by completely or partially selling the demanded
power in a particular hour is important as the profit maximization is the sole objective of the
market players. In this paper, for overcoming the problem of strategic bidding of the generating
companies, an efficient optimization technique is adopted known as Grey Wolf Optimization
method of optimization. The theory of programming which is expressed in terms of a leader and
a number of followers known as MLNB method has been implemented. Mathematical Models of
the CEM are expressed as the problem statements of the respective objective functions to be
solved by the suggested optimizing algorithms. Out of which one is for the generating companies
to bid optimally and the other is for the market operator for reducing the power purchase fare on
behalf of the consumers while motivating the companies which are generating to bid as low as
possible. When tested on IEEE-30 Bus system, the novel method proposed performs much better
compared to the previous results obtained using the conventional PSO technique.
Keywords: Strategic Bidding Problem; MLNB Programming Concept; DAEM; PSO and GWO
method.

1. Introduction

All the power sectors and electrical distribution departments of the globe are now in
restructured conditions which has given rise to power trading organizations to create an
individual share resulting in the electrical market to be competitive. When there any
chance to misuse the market power by the participants of the market then the financial state and
the modernity of the nation is well established [1-2]. For analyzing the bidding strategy of the
generating companies and consumers the oligopolistic market of electricity has attracted many
researchers and made them eligible for overcoming the problem of bidding in many different
ways. Utilizing the method of parametric dynamic programming AK David was the first person
to create a model [3-4]. A proper survey was done on competitive electricity markets in 2000 by
David and Wen[5-7]. For solving the problem of profit maximization of the generating
companies Nash Equilibrium method and the game theory method is combined with each other.

The different techniques of pricing that are adopted in deregulated markets worldwide are
compared and determined in [8-9]. The wholesale market of electricity which considers the
associated power of the market [10] and the participants among whom there is internal
competition is analyzed by Ashok et al [11]. The deregulated scenario in the market of Asia have
been explored by Liu et al [12]. For electricity market Lai et al have developed a model of
dynamic bidding which is based on the mechanism of supply function [13].
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23 533.3848 52.1586 245.8432 96.0050 300.0000 72.6084
24 453.3848 30.0000 206.8686 120.9948 280.3713 101.3805

Table 7. Comparison of Present Profits with IEEE Transaction Paper

Market Participants Profit in case of IEEE
transaction paper based on
PSO method [25]

Profit in proposed case based
on GWO method
(Proposed)

The first generating company 73,313 90,700

The second generating
company

65,799 68,070

The third generating company 46,376 58,990

The market operator 2,25,272 2,70,980
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Fig 1. Graphical Comparison of Profits

As evident from the above outcomes, the novel technique that is proposed allows each company
in the form of the generating firms and the operator of the market can undergo proper
optimisation so as to maximise their individual objective functions while the care has been taken
for providing due weightage to their interdependence structure via bi-level programming. Also,
the results obtained in the present case are far better when compared with the IEEE transaction
paper [26] which signifies the effectiveness of the GWO method implemented.

5. Conclusion and Future Scope

The competitive electricity market forces each participant to bid strategically such that
while optimising their individual objective, the gaming and inter related behaviour among
them must be adequately analysed which has been properly addressed in this paper through
MLNB technique of programming which is based on the basis of grey wolf optimisation
method. Therefore, the ramp rate limits are taken into consideration in order to get more
real time results adopting new optimisation technique with higher efficacy. Programming
technique of tri level is taken in to consideration which is being described in [24] and will
be utilized for the subsequent work that can reveal the relationships of rivalry modelling
aspects in the competitive market of electricity and the participants in more depth and with
adequate importance.
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Abstract: In power industry due to fast industrialization the
generation system has upswing towards strongly procuring energy
from various non-conventional energy sources (RES). Persistent
work is carried out in order to use additional energy obtained from
the renewable sources and limiting the dependence on the
conventional energy sources. The amalgamation of various
Hybrid Renewable Energy Sources (HRES) i.e. Solar, Wind and
Fuel cell including load forms a Micro grid, the realistic
management of energy from these renewable sources to
accommodate the demand at the consumer end with proper
efficiency is necessary. This paper proposes a hybrid system
comprising of three energy sources PV, Wind and Fuel Cell and is
connected to the grid by using power electronic converters using
MATLAB/SIMULINK. A control circuit is designed by using PI
controller and fuzzy logic based controller for providing gate
signals to the inverter. The voltage profile when connected to a
load by using various controllers is studied. A comparison study
and behavior of source voltage, source current, load voltage and
load current is studied by using PI controller and fuzzy logic
controller.

Keyword: Distributed Energy Sources, Hybrid Renewable
Energy System, Universal Inverter, PI Controller, Fuzzy Logic
Controller

I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable sources have become an integral part to
generate power in order to curtail the need of fossil based
fuels. Rapid industrialization, pollution, global warming and
cost of fossil fuels has further increased the demand and need
of renewable sources. Distributed Energy Sources (DERs)
comprises of solar cell, wind generators, internal combustion
engine and fuel cells provides leverage to power system. The
DERs can alleviate peak power demand, increase security
against faults in power system and also further enhance the
power quality by using modern control design. Besides the
above advantages the DERs are installed at places where it is
close to load consumption and curtails transmission line
losses and cost of investment to set up a main grid
[1].Renewable sources has fluctuation in generation due to
erratic nature of sun radiation and speed of wind. There is a
discrepancy between demand of energy and production of
energy which can lead to volatility of power and deterioration
of quality of power [2].To monitor the power generated and to
furnish a secure path for power generation and consumption it
is required to interconnect the supply system with storage
units so batteries and hydrogen based storage are used
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[3],[4].The system is known as Hybrid Renewable Energy
System(HRES) comprising of more than two renewable
sources that strengthens the system efficiency and provides
proper balance of supply of energy.

The name Micro Grid has emerged from several DGs
combinations (smaller in size < 500kw). A microgrid is an
aggregation of various sources and loads that operates like an
individual system and provides power to local area. Microgrid
are also described as low voltage system that constitutes units
of dispersed generation and tools for storage connected to the
grid at the point of common coupling (PCC) [5]. Microgrid
can function in grid connected mode as well as islanded mode.
The power generation in RES is small as compared to
conventional method of generating electricity and is based
close to the load or to the utility grid [6].As multiple sources
are connected together it requires a system to manage all the
sources and assure uninterrupted supply of power to the load.
The concept of Energy Management System (EMS) has been
introduced for regulating the power production and
consumption of energy in a MG. In literature there are many
studies for proper energy management of Microgrid. The
main objective of EMS is to manage different sources of
energy and ensure at what time each source should be turned
ON to meet the power demand.EMS monitors and controls
the utility grids and enhances the performance of generation
or transmission system by using computer aided tools.EMS
has various advantages-1.Performance and stability of system
improves 2.To curtail microgrid operating cost and increase
the revenue 3.To maintain quality of the system.EMS has
various challenges-1.Grid power profile is smooth 2.To
Manage the balance between power generated and load.
To assimilate the microgrid to the utility system it is

necessary to study the problems the associated with power
quality. The microgrid and utility grid is connected through a
circuit breaker that opens to disconnect the microgrid when
there is an imbalance in voltage or any IEEE1547 events
[7].Controllers are imminent for the management of
microgrid and are required in its architecture. During
integration of all individual renewable sources that generates
voltage and power various problem arises like voltage
instability and current circulation [8]-[9].Droop controllers
are designed but it has some disadvantages like poor current
sharing [10].

Grid Connected Hybrid Renewable Energy
System with Various Controller Implementation

Debayani Mishra, M. K. Maharana
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Abstract: Adequate spinning reserve is a basic
requirement for maintaining reliable electrical power
supply. As the wind power industry expands, it is
important that these facilities are integrated in the existing
generating capacity planning and operating protocols and
procedures. An accurate short term prediction of spinning
reserve requirements help the Independent System
Operator (ISO) to make effective and timely decisions in
managing the compliance and reliability of the power
system. In addition, they play an important role in
enabling operators to effectively schedule and sell power
into the electricity markets, balance output on a regional
or national scale. The work presented in this paper makes
use of local linear wavelet neural network (LLWNN) to
find the spinning reserve requirements for a given period,
with a certain confidence level.

Index Terms:- Spinning reserve (SR) , Spinning reserve
requirements (SRRs), Operating reserve (OR),
Independent system operator (ISO), local linear wavelet
neural network (LLWNN), Gradient descent, artificial
neural network (ANN), Weekly mean absolute percentage
error (WMAPE).

I. INTRODUCTION
WIND power has seen rapid growth in the past

decade. Its zero-cost fuel and emissions-free output
provide great benefits to consumers and society.
The integration of large shares of wind generation
requires an increase in the amount of reserves that
are needed to balance generation and load. Studies
described in [1] and [2] showed that large scale
integration of wind generation does not create
problems in terms primary reserve levels. So, the
analysis should be considered in terms of the
spinning reserve management only. The methods
employed by the ISOs to define operating reserve
requirements are generally deterministic, as can be
seen in the survey presented in [3] about reserve
categorization that reviews the criteria used across
eight electrical systems.
If wind power generation is viewed as a negative

load [4], the uncertainty on this generation increases

the uncertainty on the net demand that must be met
by traditional forms of generation. This increased
uncertainty must be taken into account when the
requirement of spinning reserve is determined, since
SR is intended to protect the system against
unforeseen events such as generation outages,
sudden load changes or a combination of both.
Therefore one might expect that the integration of
wind power might require a significant increase in
the requirement of spinning reserve. Several ISOs
have adopted deterministic criteria to access SR
requirements. According to their operating rules, the
operating reserve should be equal to the capacity of
the largest on line generator plus a fraction of the
peak load [5]. The operating reserve is made up of
the spinning reserve or synchronous reserve as well
as non-spinning reserve or supplemental reserve.
The spinning reserve is the extra generating capacity
that is available by increasing the power output of
generators that are already connected to the power
system. The non-spinning reserve is the extra
generating capacity connected to the system but can
be brought on line after a short delay.
Determining the optimal amount of spinning

reserve that must be provided as a function of the
system conditions is thus an important and timely
issue. The optimal amount of spinning reserve is
such that the cost of providing an extra MW of
reserve is equal to the benefit that this MW
provides, where this benefit is measured in terms of
the reduction in the expected cost of interruptions.
Ideally the energy and SR amounts and repartitions
should be optimized simultaneously. The main
difficulties in solving such a problem are the
stochastic nature of the net demand due to the
demand and wind forecast errors, and the fact that
there is no discrete capacity outage probability
distribution in the optimization procedure. The
stochastic and highly combinatorial nature of the
problem led some researchers to find alternative
solutions to the problem.
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Linear Wavelet Neural Network In Wind Integrated

Power System
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Abstract:- This paper proposes collective animal behavior (CAB)
algorithm for solving optimal power flow (OPF) problem of
power system. The proposed approach is examined and tested on
three power system models like IEEE 30-bus, IEEE 57-bus and
IEEE 118-bus test systems with different objective functions that
reflect either minimization of fuel cost, or that of transmission
loss, or improvement of voltage profile. The simulation results of
the proposed approach are compared to those reported in the
recent literature. The results demonstrate the potential of the
proposed approach and show its effectiveness and robustness to
solve the OPF problem for the test systems considered.

Keywords: Active power loss, collective animal behavior
algorithm, fuel cost, optimal power flow, power systems
optimization, voltage profile

I. INTRODUCTION

n optimal power flow (OPF), the values of some or all of
the control variables need to be obtained by optimizing

(either minimizing or maximizing) a predefined objective
function [1]. It is also important that the proper problem
definition with clearly stated objectives must be given at the
onset. The quality of the solution depends on the accuracy of
the model under study. Objective function of OPF may take
various forms such as minimization of fuel cost, or that of
transmission loss (PLoss), or improvement of voltage profile.
Usually, the objective function of interest is the minimization
of total production cost of scheduled generating units. This is
mostly used as it reflects current economic dispatch practice
and, importantly, cost related aspect is always ranked high
among operational requirements in power system. OPF aims
to optimize the above objective, subject to the network power
flow equations, system and equipment operating limits. Many
optimization techniques have been emerged so far and these
have been applied to solve OPF problem of power system.

Earlier, the basis of the solution of the OPF algorithms
was classical mathematics-based programming methods.
Gradient method (GM) [1], non-linear programming [2],
linear programming (LP) [3, 4], quadratic programming [5],
Newton-based method [6, 7] and interior point method (IPM)
[8] have been successfully applied to the solution of the OPF
problem.

Lately, many population-based optimization techniques
have been used to solve complex constrained optimization
problems. These techniques have been, increasingly, applied
for solving power system optimization problems such as
economic dispatch, optimal reactive power flow and OPF in
decades. Some of the population-based methods have been
proposed for solving the OPF problem successfully, such as
genetic algorithm (GA) [9], improved GA (IGA) [10], Tabu
search (TS) [11], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [12],
differential evolution (DE) algorithm [13], simulated
annealing [14], evolutionary programming [15] and so on.

One of the recently introduced heuristic algorithms is
collective animal behavior (CAB) algorithm, proposed by
Cuevas and Gonza´lez in [16]. It assumes the existence of a
set of operations that resemble the interaction rules and
models the collective behavior of animals. Sumpter [17] has
investigated how animals move and arrive together, how they
transfer information, how they make decisions and
synchronize their activities and how they build collective
structures. In CAB [16], each solution within the search space
represents an animal position.
animal dominance with respect to the group. The complete
process mimics the collective behavior of animals. CAB
algorithm implements a memory for storing best solutions
(animal positions) mimicking the aforementioned biological
process.

In this paper, CAB algorithm is applied to solve the OPF
problem which is formulated as a nonlinear optimization
problem with equality and inequality constraints. The
objective functions considered in this article is either
minimization of fuel cost, or that of PLoss or that of total
voltage deviation (TVD). The performance of the proposed
approach is sought and tested on modified IEEE 30-bus, IEEE
57-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems. Obtained simulation
results are compared to those reported in the recent literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 deals with the problem formulation of the OPF
work. CAB algorithm is described in Section 3. Section 4
focuses on the implementation of the CAB for the solution of
the OPF problem. Simulation results are presented and
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Table A.2 Generator cost coefficients with valve point effect
for modified IEEE 30-bus system

Unit
ai bi ci di ei

1 150 2 0.0016 50 0.063

2 25 2.5 0.01 40 0.098

3 0 1 0.0625 0 0

4 0 3.25 0.00834 0 0

5 0 3 0.025 0 0

6 0 3 0.025 0 0
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Abstract— In an open-access environment, transmission
constraints can result in different energy prices throughout the
network. These prices are dependent on a number of factors such
as the system load level, generating unit bid, demand unit bid,
network topology and security limits imposed on the
transmission network due to thermal, voltage and stability
considerations. Computing these energy prices at all buses in
large networks under given system operating conditions can be
time consuming. This paper describes some simple methodology
based on the computer programs to calculate saving , worth of
transmission transaction, market clearing price, social welfare,
transaction cost, locational marginal pricing, transmission
capacity cost at selected zones for a given period. These
information for energy prices can be used not only to improve
the efficient usage of power grid but also to design a reasonable
pricing structure of power systems or to provide economic
signals for generation or transmission investment.

Index Terms : Joint dispatch, power pool, worth of transmission
transaction, social welfare, market clearing price, bid price of the
seller, bid price of the buyer.

I. INTRODUCTION

LECTRIC power industry is under restructuring in
response to change in the law, technology, markets and

competitive pressures. The industry now includes companies,
selling unbundled power of rates set by competitive markets.

In this environment more competition will mean lower
rates for customers. With the separate pricing of generation
and transmission, it has become necessary to find the capacity
usage of different transactions happening at the same time so
that a fair use of transmission changes can be given separately
to individual customers. Reforms have been under taken by
introducing commercial incentives in generation,
transmission, distribution and retailing of electricity, with, in
many cases, large resultant efficiency gains.

II. OVERVIEW OF ENERGY PRICING

Power pools came into existence as a reaction to
increasing prices of electricity. The objective was to reduce
the overall operating cost of utilities by sharing the cheaper
sources through multi-area joint dispatch. In multi area joint
dispatch all participating utilities co-ordinate to dispatch their
generation in a centralized manner. In certain instances, the
pool also co-ordinates the system expansion and maintenance
planning activities [1].

Two types of market settlement have been proposed for
adoption by the market operator: Maximization of social

welfare [2] and minimization of consumers payment [3]. In
first type the total cost is minimized by assuming that

generation bids correspond to their actual cost. The later
objective seeks to minimize the market clearing price and
hence the price of the customer would pay for energy.
Maximization of social welfare objective function to obtain
the optimum dispatch schedules has been the common practice
in most centralized power pools. Two cases may arise in the
class of problems. One where the market operator receives
both supply and demand bids and the system price (MCP) is
obtained by matching the highest priced cleared sell bid to the
lowest prices cleared buy bid, which is termed as double
auction power pool. The other is where only supply bids are
received and the system price is obtained by finding the
highest priced bid intersecting the system demand forecast.
This is known as single auction power pool. Presently there
are two pricing methods that are being used in a competitive
energy market to account for congestion: the uniform pricing
method and the non-uniform pricing method. In the first
method, all generators are paid the same price regardless of
their individual bids based on the bid of the marginal
generating unit that would be dispatched in the absence of
congestion. Such a bid is known as market clearing price
(MCP). In the second method, each generator is paid a price
based on the marginal cost of serving an increment of load at
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ABSTRACT: The Automatic Generation Control is the main control in power system to match the generation with
demand. Power system size and the type of load, makes the AGC more important. In this work Hydro plants and
thermal plants are taken into consideration. Two models are developed using MATLAB/SIMULINK. Single area
thermal power system is one. Similarly, thermal plant and hydro plant are considered as separate areas and they are
connected with tie-line to form two area hydro thermal system. When the systems are subjected to load change of 1%,
there is variation in frequency and tie-line power which can be reduced by using secondary controller. PID controller is
used in this paper as secondary controller. The different controller parameters for single area and two area power
system are tuned by Z–N method. The concept of SMES unit applied to AGC has also been made. Apart from the
secondary controller, Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage device is used for frequency control in two area power
system. The results are compared to determine the performance of the system with SMES and different controllers
using SIMULINK.

KEYWORDS: AGC, PID, SMES, ACE, Ziegler-Nichols (Z–N).

I. INTRODUCTION

The main aim of power system utility is to sustain uninterrupted supply of electrical power with an acceptable
quality, to the consumers in the system. The power system will be in equilibrium, when there is a balance between
demand and generation. There are two fundamental control mechanisms used to attain reactive power balance and real
power balance. The former is called Automatic Voltage Regulator and latter is called Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) [1]. The purpose of AGC in an interconnected system is to reduce the variation in frequency, tie-line power
exchange and their steady state errors to be zeros [2]. It is not possible to retain the balances between generation and
demand without control. Therefore, a control system is necessary to cease the effects of the random load changes and to
keep the frequency at the normal value. The AGC loop always regulates the real power output of the generator to match
with the varying load [3]. Cohn [4] discussed the significance of tie line power and frequency and tie line bias control
for interconnected power system. The innovative idea of optimal control for LFC of multi area power system was
discussed by O.I.Elgerd [5]. R. K. Green [7] suggested a new formulation of LFC principles. He also discussed about
transformed LFC, which is having the ability to remove the requirement of bias setting by controlling directly the set
point frequency of each unit. Mohd. Hassan et. al. [8] reviewed the total overview and potential use of SMES in power
systems. Praghnesh Bhatt et. al. [9] presented the comparative discussion on the combination of TCPS-SMES, SMES-
SMES and SSSC-SMES on a two area hydro-hydro power system. R.K. Sahu et. al. [11] explained a new hybrid
Differential Evolution and Pattern Search optimized fuzzy PI/PID controller for Load Frequency Control of multi-area
power system. When the speed governing system is unable to absorb the frequency variation due to its slow response,
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1 2 tie12 with 1% step load disturbance in the thermal area and hydro area
with Z-N tuned PID controller and SMES in thermal area.

V. CONCLUSION

The single area power system and two area power system were developed using SIMULINK. In single area power
system, the comparison result shows that minimum peak value and minimum settling time are achieved by ZN-PID
controller than conventional controller or ZN-P or ZN-PI controller. The PID secondary controllers for two area hydro-
thermal system have been tuned using ZN method. It is evident that, the AGC performance of two area power system
with SMES unit in the area-1 is improved. It is observed that, energy storage device like SMES, is able of taking up the
momentary oscillations in the area frequencies and the tie-line powers following a load disturbance. It is further
observed that ZN tuned PID controller with SMES provides better response in terms of less peak and less settling time.

APPENDIX

A. System data
Kp1=Kp2= 120 HZ/MW, R1=R2= 2.4 HZ/P.U.MW, Tp1=Tp2 = 20s, TT= 0.3 s, T1= 41.6 s, T2= 0.513 s, T12=
0.0866, TR= 5 s, TW= 1 S, TG= 0.08 s, B1=B2= 0.4249, PR1=PR2=1200 MW,D1=D2= 8.333*10

-3 p.u.MW/HZ.
B. SMES data

L = 2.65 H, Kid= 0.2 KV/KA, TDC= 0.03 s, KSMES = 100 kV/unit MW, Id0= 4.5 K..
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